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Learn cutting-edge MULTIMEDIA skills! Discover
how to create impressive multimedia projects using
state-of-the-art tools and techniques. Multimedia
Demystified is filled with information on the latest
technologies, as well as design and production
guidelines. This practical guide provides a
background on multimedia and then delves into the
elements that make up a successful multimedia
project. You'll learn about software and hardware
tools, digital photography, sound editing, web
authoring with HTML, vector graphics, file formats,
computer animation, and much more. Detailed
examples and concise explanations make it easy to
understand the material, and end-of-chapter quizzes
and a final exam help reinforce key concepts. It's a
no-brainer! You'll learn about: Graphics, images,
text, and typography 2D and 3D animation Music,
sound effects, and video Authoring for multimedia
functionality Software and hardware Delivering the
final project to the intended audience Simple enough
for a beginner, but challenging enough for an
advanced student, Multimedia Demystified helps you
master this marketable skill.
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Creating a 3D Animated CGI Short presents an
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insightful behind-the-scenes tour of the entire
production process for 3D artists, animators, and
independent filmmakers who are interested in
creating their own CGI shorts as well as for those
who are simply fans and enthusiasts of CGI films in
general. This book presents detailed examples of
every step of the production process; from initial
concept through character design, set design,
modeling, texturing, lighting, camera animation,
character animation, lip sync, rendering, postproduction, compositing, and all the way to film
festival submissions and online web distribution. It
truly has something for everyone interested in CGI
films. Using readily available off-the-shelf hardware
and software such as modo, LightWave 3D, FPrime,
HD Instance, Peak, Shake, iMovie, iDVD,
GarageBand and more, Creating a 3D Animated CGI
Short shows how to produce a complete 3D
animated CGI Short, including how to fund the
production by taking on paid freelance projects along
the way. Where other filmmaking books typically
describe industry standard methodologies that are
most effective for larger productions, this book
shows how to drastically simplify and condense
those processes and focus only on the essential
elements that will enable a single artist or filmmaker
to complete a CGI short on their own.
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Tensorflow?? ????4???1??????????????Python??????2
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Anyone who uses Blender needs this book. Blender
users know that it can be used for modeling, animation,
and rendering, but it can also be used as a fully
functional compositing and post-production application.
This book explores Blender's use as a compositing and
post-production tool in the video and film production
pipeline. In this book, you will learn how to: Create and
apply masks and special effects in Blender Composite
images using Blender's node-based compositor
Sequence and overlay video and audio using Blender's
non-linear editor
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Maximum PC is the magazine that every computer
fanatic, PC gamer or content creator must read. Each
and every issue is packed with punishing product
reviews, insightful and innovative how-to stories and the
illuminating technical articles that enthusiasts crave.
?????????????????????????,???????????????????????
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Guide to Graphics Software ToolsSpringer Science &
Business Media
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The 2nd edition of this integrated guide explains and
lists readily available graphics software tools and
their applications, while also serving as a shortcut to
graphics theory and programming. It grounds
readers in fundamental concepts and helps them
use visualization, modeling, simulation, and virtual
reality to complement and improve their work.
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